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Abstract
Modern Internet services often involve hundreds of distinct software components cooperating to handle a single user request. Each component must balance the competing goals of minimizing service response time and maximizing the quality of the service provided. This leads to low-level components making data-quality tradeoffs, which we define to be explicit decisions to return lower-fidelity data in order to improve response time or minimize resource usage.

We first perform a comprehensive study of low-level data-quality tradeoffs at Facebook. We find that such tradeoffs are widespread. We also find that existing data-quality tradeoffs are often suboptimal because the low-level components making the tradeoffs lack global knowledge that could enable better decisions. Finally, we find that most tradeoffs are reactive, rather than proactive, and so waste resources and fail to mitigate system overload.

Next, we develop DQBarge, a system that enables better data-quality tradeoffs by propagating critical information along the causal path of request processing. This information includes data provenance, load metrics, and critical path predictions. DQBarge generates performance and quality models that help low-level components make better, more proactive, tradeoffs. Our evaluation shows that DQBarge helps Internet services mitigate load spikes, improve utilization of spare resources, and implement dynamic capacity planning.

1 Introduction

A data-quality tradeoff is an explicit decision by a software component to return lower-fidelity data in order to improve response time or minimize resource usage. Data-quality tradeoffs are often found in Internet services due to the need to balance the competing goals of minimizing the service response time perceived by the end user and maximizing the quality of the service provided. Tradeoffs in large-scale services are pervasive since hundreds or thousands of distinct software components may be invoked to service a single request and each component may make individual data-quality tradeoffs.

Data-quality tradeoffs in low-level software components often arise from defensive programming. A programmer or team responsible for a specific component wishes to bound the response time of their component even when the resource usage or latency of a sub-service is unpredictable. For instance, a common practice is to time out when a sub-service is slow to respond and supply a default value in lieu of the requested data.

To quantify the prevalence of data-quality tradeoffs, we undertake a systematic study of software components at Facebook. We find that over 90% of components perform data-quality tradeoffs instead of failing. Some tradeoffs we observe are using default values, calculating aggregates from a subset of input values, and retrieving alternate values from a stale or lower-quality data source.

Further, we observe that the vast majority of data-quality tradeoffs are reactive rather than proactive, e.g., components typically set timeouts and make data-quality tradeoffs when timers expire rather than predict which actions can be performed within a desired time bound.

These existing data-quality tradeoffs are suboptimal for three reasons. First, they consider only local knowledge available to the low-level software component because of the difficulty in accessing higher-level knowledge such as the provenance of data, system load, and whether the component is on the critical request path. Second, the tradeoffs are usually reactive (e.g., happening only after a timeout) rather than proactive (e.g., issuing only the amount of sub-service requests that can be expected to complete within a time bound); reactive tradeoffs waste resources and exacerbate system overload. Finally, there is no mechanism to trace the set of data-quality tradeoffs made during a request, and this makes understanding the quality and performance impact of such tradeoffs on actual requests difficult.

DQBarge addresses these problems by propagating critical information along the causal path of request processing. The propagated data includes load metrics, as well as the expected critical path and slack for individual software components. It also includes provenance for request data such as the data sources queried and the software components that have transformed the data. Finally, it includes the specific data-quality tradeoffs that have been made for each request; e.g., which data values were left out of aggregations.

In an offline stage, DQBarge uses this data to generate performance and quality models for low-level tradeoffs in the service pipeline. Later, while handling production
traffic, it consults the models to proactively determine which tradeoffs to make.

DQBarge generates performance and quality models by sampling a small percentage of the total requests processed by the service and redundantly executing them to compare the performance and quality when different tradeoffs are employed. Redundant execution minimizes interference with production traffic; duplicated requests run offline on execution pipelines dedicated to model generation. Performance models capture how throughput and latency are affected by specific data-quality tradeoffs as a factor of overall system load and provenance. Quality models capture how the fidelity of the final response is affected by specific tradeoffs as a function of input data provenance.

These models enable better tradeoffs during the processing of subsequent production requests. For each production request, DQBarge passes extra data along the causal path of request processing. It predicts the critical path for each request and which software components will have substantial slack in processing time. It also measures current system load. This global and request-specific state is attached to the request at ingress. As the request propagates through software components, DQBarge annotates data objects with provenance. This information and the generated models are propagated to the low-level components, enabling them to make better tradeoffs.

We investigate three scenarios in which better data-quality tradeoffs can help. First, during unanticipated load spikes, making better data quality tradeoffs can maintain end-to-end latency goals while minimizing the loss in fidelity perceived by users. Second, when load levels permit, components with slack in their completion time can improve the fidelity of the response without impacting end-to-end latency. Finally, understanding the potential effects of low-level data-quality tradeoffs can inform dynamic capacity planning and maximize utility as a function of the resources required to produce output.

One way to frame this work is that data-quality tradeoffs are a specific type of quality-of-service tradeoff [7, 25, 29], akin to recent work in approximate computing [4, 8, 19, 18, 28, 30]. The distinguishing feature of data-quality tradeoffs is that they are embedded in low-level software components within complex Internet pipelines. This leads to a lack of global knowledge and makes it difficult for individual components to determine how making specific tradeoffs will impact overall service latency and quality. DQBarge addresses this issue by incorporating principles from the literature on causal tracing [5, 9, 10, 13, 23, 26, 27, 31] to propagate needed knowledge along the path of request processing, enabling better tradeoffs by providing the ability to assess the impact of tradeoffs.

Thus, this work makes the following contributions. First, we provide the first comprehensive study of low-level data-quality tradeoffs in a large-scale Internet service. Second, we observe that causal propagation of request statistics and provenance enables better and more proactive data-quality tradeoffs. Finally, we demonstrate the feasibility of this approach by designing, implementing, and evaluating DQBarge, an end-to-end approach for tracing, modeling, and actuating data-quality tradeoffs in Internet service pipelines.

We have added a complete, end-to-end implementation of DQBarge to Sirius [15], an open-source, personal digital assistant service. We have also implemented and evaluated the main components of the DQBarge architecture at Facebook and validated them with production data. Our results show that DQBarge can meet latency goals during load spikes, utilize spare resources without impacting end-to-end latency, and maximize utility by dynamically adjusting capacity for a service.

## 2 Study of data-quality tradeoffs

In this section, we quantify the prevalence and type of data-quality tradeoffs in production software at Facebook. We perform a comprehensive study of Facebook client services that use an internal key-value store called Laser. Laser enables online accessing of the results of a batch offline computation such as a Hive [33] query.

We chose to study clients of Laser for several reasons. First, Laser had 463 client services, giving us a broad base of software to examine. We systematically include all 463 services in our study to gain a representative picture of how often data-quality tradeoffs are employed at Facebook. Second, many details about timeouts and tradeoffs are specified in client-specific RPC configuration files for this store. We processed these files automatically, which reduced the amount of manual code inspection required for the study. Finally, we believe a key-value store is representative of the low-level components employed by most large-scale Internet companies.

Table 1 shows the results of our study for the 50 client services that invoke Laser most frequently, and Table 2 shows results for all 463 client services. We categorize how clients make data-quality decisions along two dimensions: proactivity and resultant action. Each entry shows the number of clients that make at least one data quality decision with a specific proactivity/action combination. For most clients, all decisions fall into a single category. A few clients use different strategies at different points in their code. We list these clients in multiple categories, so the total number of values in each table is slightly more than the number of client services.
eral data sources. It is resilient to missing candidates and features. Although missing candidates are excluded from the final recommendation and missing features negatively affect candidate scores in calculating the recommendation, the exclusion of a portion of these values allows a usable but slightly lower-fidelity recommendation to be returned in a timely manner in the event of failure or unexpected system load.

The Alternate category denotes clients that make a tradeoff by retrieving an alternate, reduced quality, value from a different data source. For example, we observed a client that requests a pre-computed list of top videos for a given user. If a timeout or failure occurs retrieving this list, the client retrieves a more generic set of videos for that user. As a further example, we observed a client that chooses among a pre-ranked list of optimal data sources. On error or timeout, the client retrieves the data from the next best data source. This process continues until a response is received.

Before performing our study, we hypothesized that client services might try to retrieve data of equal fidelity from an alternate data store in response to a failure. However, we did not observe any instance of this behavior in our study (all alternate sources had lower-fidelity data).

2.3 Discussion of results

Tables 1 and 2 show that data quality tradeoffs are pervasive in the client services we study. 90% of the top 50 Laser clients and 91% of all 463 clients perform a data-quality tradeoff in response to a failure or timeout; the remaining 9-10% of clients consider the failure to retrieve data in a timely manner to be a fatal error. Thus, in the Facebook environment, making data-quality tradeoffs is normal behavior, and failures are the exception.

For the top 50 clients, the most common action when faced with a failure or timeout is to omit the requested value from the calculation of an aggregate (60%). The next most common action (28%) is to use a default value in lieu of the requested data. These trends are reversed when considering all clients. Only 36% of all 463 clients omit the requested values from an aggregation, whereas 52% use a default value.

We were surprised that only a few clients react to failure or timeout by attempting to retrieve the requested data from an alternate source (4% of the top 50 clients and 1% of all clients). This may be due to tight time or

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Failure</th>
<th>Data-quality tradeoff</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reactive</td>
<td>5 (10%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proactive</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Data-quality decisions of the top 50 Laser clients. Each box shows the number of clients that make decisions according to the specified combination of reactive/proactive determination and resultant action. The total number of values is greater than 50 since a few clients use more than one strategy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Failure</th>
<th>Data-quality tradeoff</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reactive</td>
<td>40 (9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proactive</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Data-quality decisions made by all Laser clients. Each box shows the number of clients that make tradeoffs according to the specified combination of reactive/proactive determination and resultant action. The total number of values is greater than 463 since a few clients use more than one strategy.

2.1 Proactivity

We consider a tradeoff to be reactive if the client service always initiates the request and then uses a timeout or return code to determine if the request is taking too long or consuming too many resources. For instance, we observed many latency-sensitive clients that set a strict timeout for how long to wait for a response. If Laser takes longer than the timeout, such clients make a data-quality tradeoff or return a failure.

A proactive check predicts whether the expected latency or resource cost of processing the request will exceed a threshold. If so, a data-quality tradeoff is made immediately without issuing the request. For example, we observed a client that determines whether or not a query will require cross-data-center communication because such communication would cause it to exceed its latency bound. If there are no hosts that can service the query in its data center, it makes a data-quality tradeoff.

2.2 Resultant actions

We also examine the actions taken in response to latency or resource usage exceeding a threshold. Failure shows the number of clients that require a response from Laser. If the store responds with an error or timeout, the client fails. Such instances mean a programmer has chosen to not make a data-quality tradeoff.

The remaining categories represent different types of data-quality tradeoffs. Default shows the number of clients that return a pre-defined default answer when a tradeoff is made. For instance, we observed a client service that ranks chat threads according to their activity level. The set of most active chat groups are retrieved from Laser and boosted to the top of a chat bar. If retrieving this set fails or times out, chat groups and contacts are listed alphabetically.

The Omit category is common in clients that aggregate hundreds of values from different sources; e.g., to generate a model. If an error or timeout occurs retrieving values from one of these sources, those values are left out and the aggregation is performed over the values that were retrieved successfully.

One example we observed is a recommendation engine that aggregates candidates and features from several data sources. It is resilient to missing candidates and features. Although missing candidates are excluded from the final recommendation and missing features negatively affect candidate scores in calculating the recommendation, the exclusion of a portion of these values allows a usable but slightly lower-fidelity recommendation to be returned in a timely manner in the event of failure or unexpected system load.

The Alternate category denotes clients that make a tradeoff by retrieving an alternate, reduced quality, value from a different data source. For example, we observed a client that requests a pre-computed list of top videos for a given user. If a timeout or failure occurs retrieving this list, the client retrieves a more generic set of videos for that user. As a further example, we observed a client that chooses among a pre-ranked list of optimal data sources. On error or timeout, the client retrieves the data from the next best data source. This process continues until a response is received.

Before performing our study, we hypothesized that client services might try to retrieve data of equal fidelity from an alternate data store in response to a failure. However, we did not observe any instance of this behavior in our study (all alternate sources had lower-fidelity data).
resource constraints; e.g., if the original query takes too long, there may be no time left to initiate another query.

Only 6% of the top 50 clients and 2% of all clients are proactive. The lack of proactivity represents a significant lost opportunity for optimization because requests that timeout or fail consume resources but produce no benefit. This effect can be especially prominent when requests are failing due to excessive load; a proactive strategy would decrease the overall stress on the system. When a proactive check fails, the service performing that check always makes a data-quality tradeoff (as opposed to terminating its processing with a failure); it would be very pessimistic for a client to return a failure without at least attempting to fetch the needed data.

In our inspection of source code, we observed that low-level data-quality decisions are almost always encapsulated within clients and not reported to higher-level components or attached to the response data. Thus, there is no easy way for operators to check how the quality of the response being sent to the user has been impacted by low-level quality tradeoffs during request processing.

## 3 Design and implementation

Motivated by our study results, we designed DQBarge to help developers understand the impact of data-quality tradeoffs and make better, more proactive tradeoffs to improve quality and performance. Our hypothesis is that propagating additional information along the causal path of request processing will provide the additional context necessary to reach these goals.

DQBarge has two stages of operation. During the offline stage, it samples a small percentage of production requests, and it runs a copy of each sampled request on a duplicate execution pipeline. It perturbs these requests by making specific data quality tradeoffs and measuring the request latency and result quality. DQBarge generates performance and quality models by systematically sweeping through the space of varying request load and data provenance dimensions specified by the developer and using multidimension linear regression over the data to predict performance and quality as a factor of load and provenance. Note that because requests are duplicated, end users are not affected by the perturbations required to gather model data. Further, DQBarge minimizes interference with production traffic by using dedicated resources for running duplicate requests as much as possible.

During the online stage, DQBarge uses the quality and performance models to decide when to make data-quality tradeoffs for production traffic in order to realize a configured goal such as maximizing quality subject to a specified latency constraint. It gathers the inputs to the models (load levels, critical path predictions, and provenance of data) and propagates them along the critical path of request execution by embedding the data in RPC objects associated with the request. At each potential tradeoff site, the low-level component calls DQBarge. DQBarge performs a model lookup to determine whether to make a data-quality tradeoff, and, if so, the specific tradeoff to make (e.g., which values to leave out of an aggregation). The software service then makes these tradeoffs proactively. DQBarge can optionally log the decisions that are made so that developers can understand how they are affecting production results.

The separation of work into online and offline stages is designed to minimize overhead for production traffic. These stages can run simultaneously; DQBarge can generate a new model offline by duplicating requests while simultaneously using an older model to determine what tradeoffs to make for production traffic. The downside of this design is that DQBarge will not react immediately to environmental changes outside the model parameters such as a code update that modifies resource usage. Instead, such changes will be reflected only after a new model is generated. We therefore envision that models are regenerated regularly (e.g., every day) or after significant environmental changes occur (e.g., after a major push of new code).

Section 3.1 describes how DQBarge gathers and propagates data about request processing, including system load, critical path and slack predictions, data provenance, and a history of the tradeoffs made during request processing. This data gathering and propagation is used by both the online and offline stages. Section 3.2 relates how DQBarge duplicates the execution of a small sample of requests for the offline stage and builds models of performance and quality for potential data-quality tradeoffs. As described in Section 3.3, DQBarge uses these models during the online stage to make better tradeoffs for subsequent requests: it makes proactive tradeoffs to reduce resource wastage, and it uses provenance to choose tradeoffs that lead to better quality at a reduced performance cost. Finally, Section 3.4 describes how DQBarge logs all tradeoffs made during request processing so that operators can review how system performance and request quality have been impacted.

### 3.1 Data gathering and propagation

DQBarge provides a library for developers to specify the information that should be propagated along the critical path. The library is implemented in 3268 lines of C++ code, plus Java bindings for services implemented in that language. Developers use the library interface to annotate objects during request processing and query those annotations at later stages of the pipeline. Table 3 shows selected functions from the DQBarge library API to which we will refer in the following discussion.

The DQBarge library has a RPC-package-specific back-end that modifies and queries existing RPC objects
Table 3: Selected functions from the DQBarge API

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>putMetric(scope, key, type, value)</td>
<td>Adds a metric to the system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getMetric(key)</td>
<td>Retrieves a metric from the system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>addProvenance(data object, key, type, value)</td>
<td>Associates provenance information with a data object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>removeProvenance(data object, key)</td>
<td>Removes provenance information from a data object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getProvenance(data object)</td>
<td>Retrieves provenance information from a data object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>makeAggregationTradeoff(</td>
<td>Makes a tradeoff between performance and quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>model, quality model, list&lt;key&gt;, list&lt;object&gt;)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DQBarge API

```
putMetric(scope, key, type, value)
getMetric(key) \rightarrow (type, value)
addProvenance(data object, key, type, value)
removeProvenance(data object, key)
getProvenance(data object) \rightarrow list <key, type, value>
makeAggregationTradeoff(performance model, quality model, list<key>, list<object>) \rightarrow list<object>
```

Figure 1: DQBarge overview.
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Table 3: Selected functions from the DQBarge API

The services in our case studies both have a global object containing a unique request identifier; DQBarge appends request-level information to this object. This technique for passing and propagating information is widely used in other tracing systems that follow the causal path of execution [13, 23].

Component-level objects persist from the beginning to end of processing for a specific software component within the request pipeline. Such objects are passed to all sub-components that are called during the execution of the higher-level component. DQBarge appends component-specific data to these objects, so such data will be automatically deallocated when execution passes beyond the specified component. Component-specific load metrics are one example of such data. To add this data, services call putMetric and specify a component-level RPC object as the scope.

Data-level objects are the specific data items being propagated as a result of request execution. addProvenance associates a typed key-value pair with a specific data object, since the provenance is meaningful only as long as the data object exists. A data object may have multiple provenance values.

Our library provide a useful interface for manipulating RPC objects, but developers must still make domain-specific decisions, e.g., what metrics and provenance values to add, what objects to associate with those values, and what rules to use to model the propagation of provenance. For instance, to reflect the flow of provenance in a component, developers should call getProvenance to retrieve the provenance of the inputs and addProvenance and removeProvenance to show causal propagation to outputs. Figure 1 shows an overview of how this data propagates through the system.

Load metrics may be relevant to the entire request or only to certain components. Each load metric is a typed key-value pair (e.g., a floating point value associated with the key “requests/second”). Currently supported load metrics are throughput, CPU load, and memory usage.

Critical path and slack predictions are specified as directed acyclic graphs. Each software component in the graph has a weight that corresponds to its predicted slack (the amount of additional time it could take to process a request without affecting the end-to-end latency of the request). Components on the critical path of request execution have zero slack. DQBarge relies on an external component, the Mystery Machine, to make critical path and slack predictions; [11] describes the details of that system. Currently, slack predictions are made at request ingress; such predictions may cover the entire request or
only specific components of the request. The graphs for our two case studies in Section 4 are relatively small, so we transmit this data by value along the request processing path (using PutMetric and a graph type). If we were to deploy DQBarge along the entire Facebook request processing path, then the graphs would be much larger, and we would likely need to transmit them by reference or only send relevant subgraphs to components.

DQBarge associates provenance with the data objects it describes. Provenance can be a data source or the algorithm employed to generate a particular object. Provenance is represented as an unordered collection of typed key-value pairs. DQBarge supports both discrete and continuous types. DQBarge extracts a schema for the quality model from the data objects passed to tradeoff functions such as makeAggregationTradeoff by iterating through all provenance entries attached to each object to read the provenance keys and their associated types. Components are treated as black boxes, so developers must specify how provenance is propagated when a component modifies existing data objects or creates new ones.

Finally, DQBarge stores the tradeoffs that were made during request processing in a request-level object. As described in Section 3.4, this information may be logged and used for reporting the effect of tradeoffs on quality and performance.

3.2 Model generation

For each potential tradeoff, DQBarge creates a performance model and a quality model that capture how the tradeoff affects request execution. Performance models predict how throughput and latency are affected by specific data-quality tradeoffs as a factor of overall system load and the provenance of input data. Quality models capture how the fidelity of the final response is affected by specific tradeoffs as a function of provenance.

DQBarge uses request duplication to generate models from production traffic without adversely affecting the user experience. At the RPC layer, it randomly samples incoming requests from production traffic, and it routes a copy of the selected requests to one or more request duplication pipelines. Such pipelines execute isolated, redundant copies of the request for which DQBarge can make different data-quality tradeoffs. These pipelines do not return results to the end user and they are prevented from making modifications to persistent stores in the production environment; in all other respects, request execution is identical to production systems. Many production systems, including those at Facebook, already have similar functionality for testing purposes, so adding support for model generation required minimal code changes.

DQBarge controls the rate at which requests enter the duplication pipeline by changing the sampling frequency. At each potential tradeoff site, services query DQBarge to determine which tradeoffs to make; DQBarge uses these hooks to systematically explore different tradeoff combinations and generate models. For instance, makeAggregationTradeoff specifies a point where values can be omitted from an aggregation; this function returns a list of values to omit (an empty list means no tradeoff). DQBarge has similar functions for each type of tradeoff identified in Section 2.

To generate a performance model, DQBarge uses load testing [20, 24]. Each data-quality tradeoff offers multiple fidelities. A default value may be used or not. Different types or percentages of values can be left out of an aggregation. Multiple alternate data stores may be used. For each fidelity, DQBarge starts with a low request rate and increases the request rate until the latency exceeds a threshold. Thus, the resulting model shows request processing latency as a function of request rate and tradeoffs made (i.e., the fidelity of the tradeoff selected). DQBarge also records the provenance of the input data for making the tradeoff; the distribution of provenance is representative of production traffic since the requests in the duplication pipeline are a random sampling of that traffic. DQBarge determines whether the resulting latency distribution varies as a result of the input provenance; if so, it generates separate models for each provenance category. However, in the systems we study in Section 4, provenance does not have a statistically significant effect on performance (though it does significantly affect quality).

Quality models capture how the fidelity of the final response is affected by data-quality tradeoffs during request processing. To generate a quality model, DQBarge sends each request to two duplication pipelines. The first pipeline makes no tradeoffs, and so produces a full-fidelity response. The second pipeline makes a specified tradeoff, and so produces a potentially lower-fidelity response. DQBarge measures the quality impact of the tradeoff by comparing the two responses and applying a service-specific quality ranking specified by the developer. For example, if the output of the request is a ranked list of Web pages, then a service-specific quality metric might be the distance between where pages appear in the two rankings.

DQBarge next learns a model of how provenance affects request quality. As described in the previous section, input data objects to the component making the tradeoff are annotated with provenance in the form of typed key-value pairs. These pairs are the features in the quality model. DQBarge generates observations by making tradeoffs for objects with different provenance; e.g., systematically using default values for different types of objects. DQBarge uses multidimension linear regression to model the importance of each provenance feature in the quality of the request result. For example, if a data-
quality tradeoff omits values from an aggregation, then omitting values from one data source may have less impact than omitting values from a different source.

Provenance can substantially reduce the number of observations needed to generate a quality model. Recall that all RPC data objects are annotated with provenance; thus, the objects in the final request result have provenance data. In many cases, the provenance relationship is direct; an output object depends only on a specific input provenance. In such cases, we can infer that the effect of a data-quality tradeoff would be to omit the specified output object, replace it with a default value, etc. Thus, given a specific output annotated with provenance, we can infer what the quality would be if further tradeoffs were made (e.g., a specific set of provenance features were used to omit objects from an aggregation). In such cases, the processing of one request can generate many data points for the quality model. If the provenance relationship is not direct, DQBarge generates these data points by sampling more requests and making different tradeoffs.

3.3 Using the models

DQBarge uses its performance and quality models to make better, more proactive data-quality tradeoffs. System operators specify a high-level goal such as maximizing quality given a latency cap on request processing. Components call functions such as makeAggregationTradeoff at each potential tradeoff point during request processing; DQBarge returns a decision as to whether a tradeoff should be made and, if appropriate, what fidelity should be employed (e.g., which data source to use or which values to leave out of an aggregation). Services provide a reference to the performance and quality models, as well as a list of load metrics (identified by key) and identifiers for objects with provenance. The service then implements the tradeoff decision proactively; i.e., it makes the tradeoff immediately. This design does not preclude reactive tradeoffs. An unexpectedly delayed response may still lead to a timeout and result in a data-quality tradeoff.

DQBarge currently supports three high-level goals: maximizing quality subject to a latency constraint, maximizing quality using slack execution time available during request processing, and maximizing utility as a function of quality and performance. These goals are useful for mitigating load spikes, efficiently using spare resources, and implementing dynamic capacity planning, respectively. We next describe these three goals.

3.3.1 Load Spikes

Services are provisioned to handle peak request loads. However, changes in usage or traffic are unpredictable; e.g., the launch of a new feature may introduce additional traffic. Thus, systems are designed to handle unexpected load spikes; the reactive data-quality tradeoffs we saw in Section 2 are one such mechanism. DQBarge improves on existing practice by letting an operator specify a maximum latency for a request or a component of request processing. It maximizes quality subject to this constraint by making data-quality tradeoffs.

At each tradeoff site, there may be many potential tradeoffs that can be made (e.g., sets of values with different provenance may be left out of an aggregation or distinct alternate data stores may be queried). DQBarge orders possible tradeoffs by “bang for the buck” and greedily selects tradeoffs until the latency goal is reached. It ranks each potential tradeoff by the ratio of the projected improvement in latency (given by the performance model) to the decrease in request fidelity (given by the quality model). The independent parameters of the models are the current system load and the provenance of the input data. DQBarge selects tradeoffs in descending order of this ratio until the performance model predicts that the latency limit will be met.

3.3.2 Utilizing spare resources

DQBarge obtains a prediction of which components are on the critical path and which components have slack available from the Mystery Machine [11]. If a component has slack, DQBarge can make tradeoffs that improve quality without negatively impacting the end-to-end request latency observed by the user. Similar to the previous scenario, DQBarge calculates the ratio of quality improvement to latency decrease for each potential tradeoff (the difference is that this goal involves improving quality rather than performance). It greedily selects tradeoffs according to this order until the additional latency would exceed the projected slack time.

3.3.3 Dynamic capacity planning

DQBarge allows operators to specify the utility (e.g., the dollar value) of reducing latency and improving quality. It then selects the tradeoffs that improve utility until no more such tradeoffs are available. DQBarge also allows operators to specify the impact of adding or removing resources (e.g., compute nodes) as a utility function parameter. DQBarge compares the value of the maximum utility function with more and less resources and generates a callback if adding or removing resources would improve the current utility. Such callbacks allow dynamic re-provisioning. Since DQBarge uses multidimensional linear regression, it will not model significantly non-linear relationships in quality or performance; more sophisticated learning methods could be used in such cases.

3.4 Logging data-quality decisions

DQBarge optionally logs all data-quality decisions and includes them in the provenance of the request data objects. The information logged includes the software
component, the point in the execution where a tradeoff decision was made, and the specific decision that was made (e.g., which values were left out of an aggregation). To reduce the amount of data that is logged, only instances where a tradeoff was made are recorded. Timeouts and error return codes are also logged if they result in a reactive data-quality tradeoff. This information helps system administrators and developers understand how low-level data-quality tradeoffs are affecting the performance and quality of production request processing.

3.5 Discussion

DQBarge does not guarantee an optimal solution since it employs greedy algorithms to search through potential tradeoffs. However, an optimal solution is likely unnecessary given the inevitable noise that arises from predicting traffic and from errors in modeling. For the last use case, DQBarge assumes that developers can quantify the impact of changes to service response times, quality, and the utilization of additional resources in order to set appropriate goals. DQBarge also assumes that tradeoffs are independent, since calculating models over joint distributions would be difficult. Finally, because DQBarge compares quality across different executions of the same request with different tradeoffs, it assumes that request processing is mostly deterministic.

Using DQBarge requires a reasonably-detailed understanding of the service being modified. Developers must identify points in the code where data-quality tradeoffs should be made. They must specify what performance and quality metrics are important to their service. Finally, they must select which provenance values to track and specify how these values are propagated through black-box components. For both of the case studies in Section 4, a single developer who was initially unfamiliar with the service being modified was able to add all needed modifications, and these modifications comprised less than 450 lines of code in each case.

DQBarge works best for large-scale services. Although it generates models offline to reduce interference with production traffic, model generation does consume extra resources through duplication of request processing. For large Internet services like Facebook, the extra resource usage is a tiny percentage of that consumed by production traffic. However, for a small service that sees only a few requests per minute, the extra resources needed to generate the model may not be justified by the improvement in production traffic processing.

4 Case studies

We have implemented the main components of DQBarge in a portion of the Facebook request processing pipeline, and we have evaluated the results using Facebook production traffic. Our current Facebook implementation allows us to track provenance, generate performance and quality models and measure the efficacy of the data-quality tradeoffs available through these models. This implementation thus allows us to understand the feasibility and potential benefit of applying these ideas to current production code.

We have also implemented the complete DQBarge system in Sirius [15], an open-source personal digital assistant akin to Siri. Our Sirius implementation enables end-to-end evaluation of DQBarge, such as observing how data-quality tradeoffs can be used to react to traffic spikes and the availability of slack in the request pipeline.

4.1 Facebook

Our implementation of DQBarge at Facebook focuses on a page ranking service, which we will call Ranker in this paper. When a user loads the Facebook home page, Ranker uses various parameters of the request, such as the identity of the requester, to generate a ranked list of page recommendations. Ranker first generates candidate recommendations. It has a flexible architecture that allows the creation and use of multiple candidate generators; each generator is a specific algorithm for identifying possible recommendations. At the time of our study, there were over 30 generators that collectively produced hundreds of possible recommendations for each request.

Ranker retrieves feature vectors for each candidate from Laser, the key-value store we studied in Section 2. Ranker is a service that makes reactive data-quality tradeoffs. If an error or timeout occurs when retrieving features, Ranker omits the candidate(s) associated with those features from the aggregation of candidates and features considered by the rest of the Ranker pipeline.

Ranker uses the features to calculate a score for each candidate. The algorithm for calculating the score was opaque to us (it is based on a machine learning model regenerated daily). It then orders candidate by score and returns the top N candidates.

DQBarge leverages existing tracing and monitoring infrastructure at Facebook. It uses a production version of the Mystery Machine tracing and performance analysis infrastructure [11]. This tool discovers and reports performance characteristics of the processing of Facebook requests, including which components are on the critical path. From this data, we can calculate the slack available for each component of request processing; prior results have shown that, given an observation of past requests by the same user, slack for future requests can be predicted with high accuracy. Existing Facebook systems monitor load at each component in the pipeline.

DQBarge annotates data passed along the pipeline with provenance. The data object for each candidate is annotated with the generator that produced the data.
Similarly, features and other data retrieved for each candidate are associated with their data source.

We implemented meters at the end of the Ranker pipeline that measure the latency and quality of the final response. To measure quality, we compare the difference in ranking of the top N pages returned from the full-quality response (with no data-quality tradeoffs made) and the lower-fidelity response (that includes some tradeoffs). For example, if the highest-ranked page in the lower-fidelity response is the third-ranked page in the full-quality response, the quality drop is two.

4.2 Sirius

We also applied DQBarge to Sirius [15], an open-source personal assistant similar to Apple’s Siri or Google Now. Sirius answers fact-based questions based on a set of configurable data sources. The default source is an indexed Wikipedia database; an operator may add other sources such as online search engines.

Sirius generates several queries from a question; each query represents a unique method of parsing the question. For each query, it generates a list of documents that are relevant to answering the query. Each document is passed through a natural language processing pipeline to derive possible answers. Sirius assigns each answer a numerical score and returns the top-ranked answer.

Data-quality tradeoffs in Sirius occur when aggregating values from multiple sub-service queries. Our DQBarge implementation makes these tradeoffs proactively by using quality and performance models to decide which documents to leave out of the aggregation when the system is under load.

Initially, Sirius did not have request tracing or load monitoring infrastructure. We therefore added the ability to trace requests and predict slack by adding the Mystery Machine to Sirius. For load, we added counters at each pipeline stage to measure request rates. Additionally, we track the CPU load and memory usage of the entire service. The performance data, predicted slack, and load information are all propagated by DQBarge as each request flows through the Sirius pipeline.

In each stage of the Sirius pipeline, provenance is propagated along with data objects. For example, when queries are formed from the original question, the algorithm used to generate the query is associated with the query object. Sirius provenance also includes the data used to generate the list of candidate documents.

Since Sirius did not have a request duplication mechanism, we added the ability to sample requests and send the same request through multiple instances of the Sirius pipeline. User requests are read-only with respect to Sirius data stores, so we did not have to isolate any modifications to service state from duplicated requests.

Figure 2: Ranker performance model This graph shows the effect of varying the frequency of data-quality tradeoffs on Ranker request latency. We varied the request rate by sampling different percentages of live production traffic at Facebook.

5 Evaluation

Our evaluation answers the following questions:
- Do data-quality tradeoffs improve performance?
- How much does provenance improve tradeoffs?
- How much does proactivity improve tradeoffs?
- How well does DQBarge meet end-to-end performance and quality goals?

5.1 Experimental setup

For Ranker, we perform our evaluation on Facebook servers using live Facebook traffic by sampling and duplicating Ranker requests. Our entire implementation uses duplicate pipelines, so as to not affect the results returned to Facebook users. Each pipeline duplicates traffic to a single isolated front-end server that is identical to those used in production. The duplicate pipelines share services from production back-end servers, e.g., those hosting key-value stores, but they are a small percentage of the total load seen by such servers. We change the load within a pipeline by sampling a larger or smaller number of Ranker requests and redirecting the sampled requests to a single front-end server for the pipeline.

For Sirius, we evaluated our end-to-end implementation of DQBarge on 16-core 3.1 GHz Xeon servers with 96 GB of memory. We send Sirius questions sampled from an archive from previous TREC conferences [32].

5.2 Performance benefits

We first measure the effect of data-quality tradeoffs on throughput and latency by generating performance models for Ranker and Sirius; Section 5.3 considers the effect of these tradeoffs on quality. DQBarge performs a full parameter sweep through the dimensions of request rate, tradeoff frequency, and provenance of the data being considered for each tradeoff, sampling at regular intervals. For brevity, we report a portion of these results.
We show the median response time calculated over the sampling period at a specified request rate and tradeoff rate. For Sirius, 900 requests were sent over the sampling period. Median response time is shown because it is used for the remainder of the evaluation.

5.2.1 Ranker

Figure 2 shows the latency-response curve for Ranker when DQBarge varies the incoming request rate. Each curve shows the best fit for samples taken at a different tradeoff rate, which we define to be the object-level frequency at which data tradeoffs are actually made. When making tradeoffs, Ranker omits objects from aggregations; thus, to achieve a target tradeoff rate of x% during model generation, DQBarge will instruct Ranker to drop x% of the specific candidates. At a tradeoff rate of 0%, no candidates are dropped.

These results show that data-quality tradeoffs substantially improve Ranker latency at low loads (less than 2500 requests/minute); e.g., at a 30% tradeoff rate, median latency decreases by 28% and latency of requests in the 99th percentile decreases by 30%. Prior work has shown that server slack at Facebook is predictable on a per-request basis [11]. Thus, Ranker could make more tradeoffs to reduce end-to-end response time when Ranker is on the critical path of request processing, yet it could still provide full-fidelity responses when it has slack time for further processing.

Data-quality tradeoffs also improve scalability under load. Taking 250 ms as a reasonable knee in the latency-response curve, Ranker can process approximately 2500 requests per minute without making tradeoffs, but it can handle 4300 requests per minute when the tradeoff rate is 50% (a 72% increase). This allows Ranker to run at a lower fidelity during a load spike.

DQBarge found that the provenance of the data values selected for tradeoffs does not significantly affect performance. In other words, while the number of tradeoffs made has the effect shown in Figure 2, the specific candidates that are proactively omitted from an aggregation do not matter. Thus, we only show the effect of the request rate and tradeoff rate.

5.2.2 Sirius

Figure 3 shows results for Sirius. Like Ranker, the provenance of the data items selected for tradeoffs did not affect performance, so we show latency-response curves that vary both request rate and tradeoff rate.

The results for Sirius are similar to those for Ranker. A tradeoff rate of 50% reduces median end-to-end request latency by 26% and the latency of requests in the 99th percentile by 38%. Under load, a 50% tradeoff rate increases Sirius throughput by approximately 200%.

5.3 Effect of provenance

We next consider how much provenance improves the tradeoffs made by DQBarge. We consider a baseline quality model that does not take into account any provenance; e.g., given a target tradeoff rate, it randomly omits data values from an aggregation. This is essentially the policy in existing systems like Ranker and Sirius because there is no inherent order in requests from lower-level services to data stores; thus, timeouts affect a random sampling of the values returned. In contrast, DQBarge uses its quality model to select which values to omit, with the objective of choosing those that affect the final output the least.

5.3.1 Ranker

We first used DQBarge to sample production traffic at Facebook and construct a quality model for Ranker. DQBarge determined that, by far, the most important provenance parameter affecting quality is the generator used to produce a candidate. For example, one particular generator produces approximately 17% of the top-ranked pages but only 1% of the candidates. Another generator produces only 1% of the top-ranked pages but accounts for 3% of the candidates.

Figure 4 compares the quality of request results for DQBarge with a baseline that makes tradeoffs without using provenance. We sample live Facebook traffic, so the requests in this experiment are different from those used to generate the quality model. We vary the tradeoff rate and measure the quality drop of the top ranked page; this is the difference between where the page appears in the request that makes a data-quality tradeoff and where it would appear if no data-quality tradeoffs were made. The ideal quality drop is zero. While Sirius returns a single result, Ranker may return up to 3 results. We examined quality drops for the second and third Ranker results and found that they are similar to that of the top-ranked result; thus, we only show the top-ranked result for both services.
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Figure 4: Impact of provenance on Ranker quality. We compare response quality using provenance with a baseline that does not consider provenance. Each graph shows the quality drop of the top ranked page, which is the difference between where it appears in the Ranker rankings with and without data-quality tradeoffs. A quality drop of 0 is ideal.

As shown in Figure 4a, at a low tradeoff rate of 10%, using provenance reduces the percentage of requests that experience any quality drop at all from 11% to 6%. With provenance, only 1% of requests experienced a quality drop of more than three, compared to 5% without provenance. Figure 4b shows a higher tradeoff rate of 50%. Using provenance decreases the percentage of requests that experience any quality drop at all from 43% to 33%. Only 3% of requests experienced a quality drop of 10 or more, compared to a baseline result of 17%. Figure 4c compares quality at a high tradeoff rate of 80%. Use of provenance still provides a modest benefit: 59% of requests experience a quality drop, compared to 62% for the baseline. Further, with provenance, the quality drop is 10 or more for only 15% of requests compared with 28% for the baseline.

5.3.2 Sirius

For Sirius, we used k-fold cross validation to separate our benchmark set of questions into training and test data. The training data was used to generate a quality model based on provenance features, which included the language parsing algorithm used, the number of occurrences of key words derived from the question, the length of the data source document considered, and a weighted score relating the query words to the source document.

Figure 5 compares the quality drop for the result returned by Sirius for DQBarge using provenance with a baseline that does not use provenance. As shown in Figure 5a, at a tradeoff rate of 10%, provenance decreases the percentage of requests that see any quality drop at all from 13% to 7%. Only 1% of requests see a quality drop of 10 or more using provenance, compared to 6% for the baseline. Figure 5b shows that, for a higher tradeoff rate of 50%, provenance decreases the percentage of requests that see any quality drop from 46% to 23%. Further, only 8% of requests see a quality drop of 10 or more using provenance, compared to 25% for the baseline. Figure 5c shows a tradeoff rate of 80%; provenance decreases the percentage of requests that see any quality drop from 73% to 48%.

5.4 Effect of proactivity

We next examine how proactivity affects data-quality tradeoffs. In this experiment, we send requests to Sirius at a high rate of 120 requests per minute. Without DQBarge, this rate occasionally triggers a 1.5 second timeout for retrieving documents, causing some docu-
Figure 6: Performance of reactive tradeoffs. This graph compares the distribution of request latencies for Sirius when tradeoffs are made reactively via timeouts and when they are made proactively via DQBarge.

Figure 7: This graph shows that using proactive tradeoffs at a tradeoff rate of 40% can achieve higher quality tradeoffs than using reactive tradeoffs with a timeout of 1.5 s in Sirius.

Figure 8: DQBarge Overhead. This graph compares time to process 140 Sirius questions with and without DQBarge; error bars are 95% confidence intervals.

Figure 9: Response to a load spike. DQBarge makes data-quality tradeoffs to meet a median latency goal of 6 seconds.

5.5 Overhead

We measured the online overhead of DQBarge by comparing the mean latency of a set of 140 Sirius requests with and without DQBarge. Figure 8 shows that DQBarge added a 1.6% latency overhead; the difference is within the experimental error of the measurements.

DQBarge incurs additional space overhead in message payloads for propagating load metrics, critical path and slack predictions, and provenance features. For Sirius, DQBarge adds up to 176 bytes per request for data such as load metrics and slack predictions. Tracking provenance appends an extra 32 bytes per object; on average, this added 14% more bytes per provenance-annotated object.

5.6 End-to-end case studies

We next evaluate DQBarge with three end-to-end case studies on our Sirius testbed.

5.6.1 Load spikes

In this scenario, we introduce a load spike to see if DQBarge can maintain end-to-end latency and throughput goals by making data-quality tradeoffs. We set a target median response rate of 6 seconds. Normally, Sirius receives 50 requests/minute, but it experiences a two-minute load spike of 150 requests/minute in the cause timeouts affect a random sampling of the values returned, whereas proactive tradeoffs omit retrieving those documents that are least likely to impact the reply.
middle of the experiment. Figure 9 shows that without DQBarge, the end-to-end latency increases significantly due to the load spike. The median latency within the load spike region averages 25.2 seconds across 5 trials.

In comparison, DQBarge keeps median request latency below the 6 second goal throughout the experiment. Across 5 runs, the median end-to-end latency during the spike region is 5.4 seconds. In order to meet the desired latency goal, DQBarge generally selects a tradeoff rate of 50%, resulting in a mean quality drop of 6.7.

5.6.2 Utilizing spare resources

Next, DQBarge tries to use spare capacity and slack in the request processing pipeline to increase quality without affecting end-to-end latency. Sirius is configured to use both its default Wikipedia database and the Bing Search API [6] to answer queries. Each source has a separate pipeline that executes in parallel before results from all sources are compared at the end. The Bing pipeline tends to take longer than the default pipeline, so slack typically exists in the default pipeline stages.

As described in Section 4.2, DQBarge predicts the critical path for each request and the slack for pipeline stages not on the critical path. If DQBarge predicts there is slack available for a processing pipeline, it reduces the tradeoff frequency to increase quality until the predicted added latency would exceed the predicted slack. To give DQBarge room to increase quality, we set the default tradeoff rate to 50% for this experiment; note that this simply represents a specific choice between quality and latency made by the operator of the system.

Figure 10 shows that DQBarge increases quality for this experiment by using spare resources; the percentage of requests that experience any quality drop decreases from 38% to 22% (as compared to a full-fidelity response with no data-quality tradeoffs). Figure 11 shows a CDF of request response times; because the extra processing occurs off the critical path, the end-to-end request latency is unchanged when DQBarge attempts to employ only spare resources to increase quality.

5.6.3 Dynamic capacity planning

Finally, we show how DQBarge can be used in dynamic capacity planning. We specify a utility function that provides a dollar value for reducing latency, improving quality, and provisioning additional servers. The utility of latency and quality are shown in Figure 12. DQBarge makes data-quality tradeoffs that maximize the utility function at the incoming request rate.

In this scenario, we examine the benefit of using DQBarge to decide when to provision additional resources. We compare DQBarge with dynamic capacity planning against DQBarge without dynamic capacity planning. Figure 13 shows the total utility of the system over time. When the request rate increases to 160 requests per minute, DQBarge reports that provisioning another server would provide a net positive utility. Using this server increases utility by an average of 58% compared to a system without dynamic capacity planning.

DQBarge is also able to reduce the number of servers in use. Figure 13 shows that when the request rate subsides, DQBarge reports that taking away a server maximizes utility. In other words, the request rate is low enough that using only one server maximizes utility.

6 Related work

Although there is an extremely rich history of quality-of-service tradeoffs [7, 25, 29] and approximate computing [4, 8, 19, 18, 28, 30] in software systems, our work focuses specifically on using the causal propagation of request information and data provenance to make better
Dynamic capacity planning improves utility by provisioning an additional server. When it is no longer needed, it removes the additional server.

Data-quality tradeoffs in low-level software components. Our study revealed the need for such an approach: existing Facebook services make mostly reactive tradeoffs that are suboptimal due to limited information. Our evaluation of DQBarge showed that causal propagation can substantially improve both request performance and response quality.

Many systems have used causal propagation of information through distributed systems to trace related events [5, 9, 10, 13, 23, 26, 27, 31]. For example, Pivot Tracing [23] propagates generic key-value metadata, called baggage, along the causal path of request processing. DQBarge uses a similar approach to propagate specific data such as provenance, critical path predictions, and load metrics.

DQBarge focuses on data-quality tradeoffs in Internet service pipelines. Approximate Query Processing systems trade accuracy for performance during analytic queries over large data sets [1, 2, 3, 17, 22]. These systems use different methods to sample data and return a representative answer within a time bound. BlinkDB [2] uses an error-latency profile to make tradeoffs during query processing. Similarly, ApproxHadoop [14] uses input data sampling, task dropping, and user-defined approximation to sample the number of inputs and bound errors introduced from approximation. These techniques are similar to DQBarge’s performance and quality models, and DQBarge could potentially leverage quality data from ApproxHadoop in lieu of generating its own model.

LazyBase [12] is a NoSQL database that supports trading off data freshness for performance in data analytic queries. It is able to provide faster read queries to stale-but-consistent versions of the data by omitting newer updates. It batches and pipelines updates so that intermediate values of data freshness can be queried. Similar to how LazyBase uses data freshness to make a tradeoff, DQBarge uses its quality model to determine the best tradeoff that minimizes the effect on the quality.

Some Internet services have been adapted to provide partial responses after a latency deadline [16, 21, 22]. They rely on timeouts to make tradeoffs, whereas the tradeoffs DQBarge makes are proactive. PowerDial [19] adds knobs to server applications to trade performance for energy. These systems do not employ provenance to make better tradeoffs.

### 7 Conclusion

In this paper, we showed that data-quality tradeoffs are prevalent in Internet service pipelines through a survey of existing software at Facebook. We found that such tradeoffs are often suboptimal because they are reactive and because they fail to consider global information. DQBarge enables better tradeoffs by propagating data along the causal path of request processing and generating models of performance and quality for potential tradeoffs. Our evaluation shows that this improves responses to load spikes, utilization of spare resources, and dynamic capacity planning.
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